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Biden, the Democrats & the mainstream media have claimed for the last six months that
unarmed Trump supporters tried to overthrow the federal government at the Capitol on
January 6, 2021. But now, in a bid for more gun control, Biden threatened Americans who
want to protect themselves against a tyrannical government, implying that the federal
government has F-15s and nuclear weapons to take them out.
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So for the last six months we’ve heard from Biden, the Democrats & the media that the
federal government was nearly overthrown by a bunch of unarmed MAGA dudes including one
in a viking hat.

Now Biden say it ridiculous that gun owners insist on needing an AR-15 to protect
themselves against a tyrannical government because this government has F-15s and nuclear
weapons to take them out.

Biden said about his gun control push:

“The Second Amendment, from the day it was passed, limited the type of people who could own
a gun and what type of weapon you could own. You couldn’t buy a cannon.

Those who say the blood of lib- — “the blood of patriots,” you know, and all the stuff
about how we’re going to have to move against the government. Well, the tree of liberty is
not watered with the blood of patriots. What’s happened is that there have never been — if
you wanted or if you think you need to have weapons to take on the government, you need
F-15s and maybe some nuclear weapons.

The point is that there has always been the ability to limit — rationally limit the type of
weapon that can be owned and who can own it.”

Also, Biden’s cannon claim is also a flat out lie…

Weird flex, not OK: Threatening nuclear war with Americans. https://t.co/QEPHuZl1Cb

— Thomas Massie (@RepThomasMassie) June 23, 2021

Read full article here…
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